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Competitiveness of the European industry

OBJECTIVE: to assess the performance of European industry and the European economy in general. CONTENT: growth in Europe has been
far slower than growth in America over the past five years, even though current forecasts announce a net upturn. This is the finding made by
the Commission in its working document on the competitiveness of European industry. The Commission report contains a fairly contrasting
account of the European Union's performance and stresses that the competitiveness of European industry is hampered by a number of
structural weaknesses: - a real sectoral weakness in the field of information technologies and, to a lesser extent, in certain aspects of
biotechnology; - a lack of both public and private investment, which appears to be the cause of the low level of European productivity; - the tax
burden borne by companies compared to their profitability; - mediocre results in the area of innovation despite the potential for diversified and
complementary research; - the poor "visibility" of European industry, which lacks the overall coherence of American or Japanese industry; - the
problem of adapting to technological changes at the turn of the century, in particular with regard to information technologies. Apart from the
technological aspect, Europe appears to have a cultural difficulty in making the sea changes imposed by present and future developments, at
employee, enterprise and administrative level; - a insufficiently coherent and stable European environment. The internal market has still not
evolved into a genuine "domestic" market: divergent economic policies, variations in exchange rates in 1992-1993 and against the dollar over
the last decade have done little to promote the competitiveness of European companies. The Commission calls for enterprises to integrate
competitive structures and to open up to the European and world markets and reiterates the advantage of "benchmarking". The Commission
considers this method of evaluating and comparing the performance of enterprises to be one of the best ways of increasing competitiveness.?

Competitiveness of the European industry

Reporting on the Commission working paper entitled "The competitiveness of European industry", Gérard CAUDRON (F, PES) notes that
much remains to be done to improve the position of European enterprises. European industry is continuing to perform honorably in its
traditionally strong sectors (engineering and metal working, chemistry and pharmaceuticals) even if its performance lags behind of its
Japanese and American competitors and even if this trend does not appear to have altered in recent years. The rapporteur expresses its
concern about the tax burden borne by enterprises compared to their profitability and, on the other hand, the effectiveness of the methods
employed by EU firms to boost their productivity. According to CAUDRON, the Commission's analysis fully justifies the application of a
European industrial policy and underlines the importance of the macro-economic aspects of this policy, based on the interdependence of the
economies. It is essential to ensure a financial environment more favourable to business is cretated, which will - of course - be assisted by the
introduction of the euro. The rapporteur also firmly supports the principle of coordinating and harmonizing fiscal policies, particlarly those
aspects relating to the various forms of company taxation. Competition policy is also an intrinsic component of industrial policy as it guarantees
all companies the same conditions of development. Therefore, a competition policy must be coordinated with reserach and innovation policy to
the extent that it corresponds to an industrial strategy and must be asserted in the EU's trade policy, as was possible recently in the case of
the MacDonnell/Douglas/Boeing merger.?

Competitiveness of the European industry

In adopting the report by Mr Gérard CAUDRON (PSE, F) on the competitiveness of European industry, the European Parliament noted the
lack of any real chronic sectoral weaknesses, with the exception of the persistent backwardness in the field of information technology and, to a
lesser extent, biotechnology. It observed, nonetheless, that despite its considerable diversified and complementary research potential, Europe
was achieving mediocre results in the area of innovation, which was reflected in its decline in the patents sector. Parliament called on the
Commission to draw up proposals laying the foundations for a genuine European industrial policy based, in particular, on incentives for public
and private investment, the introduction of aid mechanisms for innovative, job creating and/or restructuring industries, and the development of
venture capital. It firmly supported the principle of coordinating and harmonising fiscal policies. It believed that public spending on industrial
research should be geared more to commercial applications and encouraged the creation of European structures, whether private, public or
joint in origin, capable of bringing industrial partners together in major research cooperation projects. It called for the adoption of the European
company statute as a decisive step towards recognising the European dimension of business. It believed that the introduction of minimum
social and environmental clauses in bilateral and multilateral world trade was essential in order to combat social and environmental dumping. It
called for better coordination and certification of products marketed within the EU. While recognising the impact of environmental requirements
on competitiveness as a factor which stimulated research, it also acknowledged that environmental constraints were a significant financial
burden which was acceptable only if competitors were likewise subject to them. Parliament considered that it must be possible for labour
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markets to adjust and accompany the development of society and that the long- term economic and social impact of the initiatives to reduce
working time adopted in the various Member States should be analysed.?


